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Device Operation of Conjugated Polymer/Zinc Oxide Bulk
Heterojunction Solar Cells**

By L. Jan Anton Koster, Wouter J. van Strien, Waldo J. E. Beek, and Paul W. M. Blom*

1. Introduction

The advantages of solution processing, for example, the po-
tential to fabricate low-cost large area devices, make solar cells
based on conjugated polymers very attractive. One major dif-
ference between polymer-based solar cells and inorganic solar
cells is that upon light absorption by the polymer, an exciton is
created. The exciton binding energy typically amounts to
0.4 eV,[1] making exciton dissociation in a pristine conjugated
polymer very inefficient. By mixing in an electron acceptor, a
substance with a higher electron affinity than the polymer, it is
possible to break up the exciton by transferring the electron
from the polymer onto the electron acceptor.[2] So far, several
electron acceptors have been shown to yield efficient devices:
conjugated polymers,[3] fullerenes,[4] and inorganic nanocrys-
tals.[5] In the class of inorganic acceptors, metal oxides are
among the most studied materials. TiO2 has been studied in
several forms: nanoparticles,[6,7] porous networks,[8] and in situ
formation of TiO2 from a precursor.[9] Recently, zinc oxide

nanoparticles (nc-ZnO) have also been used as an electron-
accepting material, in combination with poly(2-methoxy-5-
(3′,7′-dimethyloctyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene) (MDMO-
PPV), with an AM1.5 (AM: air mass) efficiency of 1.6 %.[10]

ZnO has several merits: ZnO is a cheap and environmentally
friendly material that can be produced in crystalline form at
low temperature. Furthermore, it displays good transport prop-
erties, even in films consisting of nanoparticles.[11]

Although MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO solar cells are certainly
promising, the efficiency is lower than that of the related
MDMO-PPV/C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) system,
which has an efficiency of 2.5 %.[12] The question arises: what
causes the lower efficiency of MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO solar cells
and how, if possible, might this be resolved? In this article, we
study the transport properties of blends of MDMO-PPV and
nc-ZnO, model the current–voltage characteristics, identify the
factors limiting the performance, and discuss whether these
limitations can be removed.

2. Results and Discussion

ZnO nanoparticles of approximately 5 nm in diameter were
synthesized by hydrolyzing and condensing zinc acetate dihy-
drate by using KOH in methanol, using the method of Pachols-
ki et al.[10,13] Photovoltaic devices consisted of an active layer
of nc-ZnO and MDMO-PPV spin-cast from a mixture of
methanol and chlorobenzene. This blend is sandwiched be-
tween a transparent layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) coated by
a hole-conducting layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/
poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), typically of 60 nm
thickness, and an evaporated LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) top elec-
trode. The optimum mass ratio for the MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO
device is 1:2, corresponding to 25 vol % ZnO.[10]

So-called hole-only devices (electron injection suppressed)
were obtained by spin-casting the active layer directly onto
ITO, while the LiF/Al cathode was replaced by an evaporated
Au electrode. In order to fabricate electron-only diodes, a
1 nm Cr layer was evaporated on glass substrates, followed by
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Solar cells based on a poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) derivative and zinc oxide nanoparticles can reach a power conversion
efficiency of 1.6 %. The transport of electrons and holes in these promising devices is characterized and it is found that the
electron mobility is equal to 2.8 × 10–9 m2 V–1 s–1, whereas the hole mobility amounts to 5.5 × 10–10 m2 V–1 s–1. By modeling the
current–voltage characteristics under illumination it is found that the performance of PPV/zinc oxide solar cells is limited by
the charge-carrier mobilities. Subsequently, how to further improve the efficiency is discussed.
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50 nm of Ag and 10 nm of Sm and the active layer. As a top
electrode, 10 nm of Sm topped with 80 nm of Al was em-
ployed. Spin-casting on Sm requires some care, as it is a reac-
tive metal, but extensive testing showed no significant degrada-
tion of the bottom electrode. However, in this configuration
the Sm bottom electrode is not used to inject electrons into the
active layer, but only to suppress the injection of holes, while
the top electrode supplies the electrons. Solar cells with a
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO or poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)/
PCBM blend with Sm as a top contact (instead of LiF (1 nm)/
Al) show a good performance and, most importantly, an open-
circuit voltage equal to devices with LiF/Al as top electrode.
Therefore, we can conclude that this makes a good electron-in-
jecting contact.

After fabrication, the current–voltage characteristics of these
devices were measured in a N atmosphere both in the dark and
under illumination. A white-light halogen lamp was used to il-
luminate the photovoltaic devices. The UV part of the lamp
spectrum was cut with a filter that blocked wavelengths smaller
than 435 nm for all measurements under illumination, because
the devices degrade very fast when exposed to UV light.[14]

The resulting intensity amounts to approximately 720 W m–2.

2.1. MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO Solar Cells

Figure 1 shows the current density–voltage characteristics of
an MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO solar cell under illumination. Typical-
ly, the open-circuit voltage ranges from 0.7 V to 0.8 V. An ap-
proximate schematic of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of MDMO-PPV, and the valence and conduction
band of nc-ZnO is shown in the inset of Figure 1. As the con-
duction band of nc-ZnO (4.2 eV) lies deeper than the LUMO
of PCBM (approximately 3.9 eV),[15] it is easy to understand
that the open-circuit voltage (Voc) of MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO so-
lar cells is slightly lower when compared to MDMO-PPV/
PCBM devices (Voc = 0.80–0.85 V).[12,15] As the effective
masses of electrons and holes in ZnO is relatively low, quantum
confinement effects already start to play a role at relatively

large particle size.[16] Moreover, considerable influence of
surface conditions is expected, rendering the exact positions of
the electronic levels of nc-ZnO quite sensitive to the circum-
stances during synthesis.

Figure 2 shows the short-circuit current density Jsc as a func-
tion of light intensity I of an MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO solar cell.
When fitted to Jsc ∝ Ia, a= 1.03 ± 0.02 is obtained, showing that
the short-circuit current density is linear in intensity.

2.2. Charge Transport in MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO Blends

In order to assess to the transport of holes in MDMO-PPV/
nc-ZnO solar cells, the cathode was replaced by a high-work-
function electrode, thereby blocking the injection of electrons
from the contact. Because the anode could readily supply a
very large number of holes, the flow of current through the
device was limited by the buildup of space charge. The obser-
vation of this so-called space-charge-limited current enables
one to obtain the hole mobility directly from the measure-
ments. In the case of a field-dependent mobility of Poole–Fren-
kel-like form

l � l0ec
����������

Vint�L
�

�1�

where l0 is the zero-field mobility, c is the field activation
parameter, and L denotes the active layer thickness, one has[17]

JSC � 9
8

el0e0�891c
����������

V int�L
� V2

int

L3 �2�

where e is the dielectric constant. The internal voltage dropped
across the active layer, Vint, is equal to

Vint � V � Vbi � VRs �3�

where Vbi is the built-in voltage that arises from the difference
in work function between the bottom and top electrode. Be-
cause our ITO substrates have a nonnegligible series resistance
(typically 30 X), the internal voltage has to be corrected for
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Figure 1. Current density–voltage characteristics of an illuminated
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO solar cell with an active layer thickness of 130 nm
(symbols), the line denotes the numerical modeling result. The inset
shows the energy levels of the MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO system.
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Figure 2. The incident-light-intensity dependence on the short-circuit cur-
rent density of an MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO photovoltaic device (symbols) and
a fit to the relation Jsc ∝ Ia, where a = 1.03 ± 0.02 (line).
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the voltage drop VRs across the substrate. The built-in voltage
is determined from the current–voltage characteristics as the
voltage at which the current–voltage characteristic becomes
quadratic, corresponding to the flat-band voltage. The relative
dielectric constant er for MDMO-PPV is taken as 2.1,[18]

whereas er = 8.5 is used for nc-ZnO.[16]

Figure 3 shows current density–voltage characteristics of a
pristine MDMO-PPV hole-only diode with an active layer of
90 nm thickness. By fitting the experimental data to Equa-
tion 2 and using Vbi = 0.4 V, a value of 4.0 × 10–10 m2 V–1 s–1 is

obtained for the zero-field mobility, together with
c = 3.5 × 10–4 (m V–1)0.5. Note that this batch of MDMO-PPV,
synthesized via the sulfinyl route, has a ten times higher hole
mobility than previously reported for MDMO-PPV.[19] Figure 3
also shows current density–voltage measurements of an
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO hole-only diode, with an active layer
thickness of 130 nm. Although the blend layer is somewhat
thicker than the layer of MDMO-PPV discussed previously,
the current densities are very similar. In fact, using Vbi = 0.3 V
a zero-field mobility of 5.5 × 10–10 m2 V–1 s–1 is obtained and
c = 3.5 × 10–4 (m V–1)0.5, showing that, within experimental er-
ror, the hole mobility in the polymer phase of the blend is not
affected by the presence of nc-ZnO.

The current density–voltage characteristics of an electron-
only device with a 115 nm thick active layer consisting of the
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO blend is depicted in Figure 4. No built-
in voltage is subtracted, because the bottom and top electrode
consist of the same metal (Sm). Using Equation 2, we find
l0 = 2.8 × 10–9 m2 V–1 s–1 and c = 0.5 × 10–4 (m V–1)0.5, so the elec-
tron mobility is a factor of 5 higher than the hole mobility of
the polymer phase. Transport of electrons in nc-ZnO films has
also been studied using an electrochemically gated transis-
tor,[11,20] showing that the electron mobility in these films shows
a strong dependence on the number of electrons per particle.
In these measurements, the mobility ranged from 10-7 m2 V–1s–1

to 10-5 m2 V–1s–1. These values are in good agreement with
photocurrent measurements performed on electrochemical

cells.[21] However, it is difficult to compare these values to the
values reported here, because the volume fraction of ZnO
present in the film is much lower in our case (25 vol %).
Furthermore, the electron concentration in a bulk heterojunc-
tion solar cell under operating conditions[22] is several orders of
magnitude lower than those reported in Roest et al.[11] and
Meulenkamp.[20] On the basis of these observations, it is rea-
sonable to expect that the mobilities found in Roest et al.,[11]

Meulenkamp,[20] and Noack et al.[21] represent an upper limit
to the electron mobility through the nc-ZnO phase in MDMO-
PPV/nc-ZnO devices.

Recently, we have shown that the intensity dependence of
the short-circuit current is determined by the ratio of electron
to hole mobility,[23] leading to different values of the exponent
a in the relation Jsc ∝ Ia.When the electron mobility is much
larger (typically more than two orders of magnitude) than the
hole mobility, buildup of net space charge results in
0.75 < a < 1.[24] On the other hand, if the mobilities of electrons
and holes are comparable, the transport is balanced and a is
equal to unity. The linear dependence of the short-circuit cur-
rent density on light intensity (see Fig. 2, a= 1.03 ± 0.02), sup-
ports our findings of the electron and hole mobilities. It should
be noted that Beek et al. have reported a lower value for a,
that is, 0.93.[10] However, in their investigation, the MDMO-
PPV was synthesized via a different route, probably leading to
a lower hole mobility, thereby leading to a lower value of a.

2.3. Improvement of the Efficiency

In order to identify the factors limiting the performance of
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO solar cells, we have applied a numerical
model that includes drift and diffusion of charge carriers, the
effect of space charge on electric field, and field-dependent
mobilities to the data of Figure 1.[22,25] Note, that we did
not consider a field-dependent generation rate of free electrons
and holes, because it is not expected that this results in a
significant field-dependence in the limited voltage range con-
sidered here, because of the high dielectric constant of ZnO.
Using lh0 = 5.5 × 10–10 m2 V–1 s–1 and ch = 3.5 × 10–4 (m V–1)0.5

for the mobility of holes, le0 = 3.7 × 10–9 m2 V–1 s–1 and
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Figure 3. Current density–voltage characteristics of hole-only diodes of
pristine MDMO-PPV (active layer thickness 90 nm) and MDMO-PPV/nc-
ZnO (active layer thickness 130 nm). The lines denote fits to Equation 2.
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Figure 4. Current denstiy–voltage characteristics of electron-only diodes of
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO (active layer thickness 115 nm). The line denotes a
fit to Equation 2.
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ce = 0.5 × 10–4 (m V–1)0.5 of electrons, and a generation rate of
free carriers G = 1.26 × 1027 m–3 s–1, a good agreement between
experimental data and numerical modeling is obtained (see
Fig. 1), allowing for a detailed investigation of the factors
governing the performance of these solar cells.

2.3.1. Comparing MDMO-PPV/PCBM with
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO Solar Cells

A striking feature of the MDMO-PPV/PCBM system is that
the best performing solar cells contain 80 wt % PCBM (corre-
sponding to 70 vol % PCBM, using the densities of MDMO-
PPV and PCBM of Bulle–Lieuwma et al.[26]), although PCBM
hardly contributes to the absorption of light. Two main reasons
for the need for such high PCBM loadings can be given:[18] Sur-
prisingly, it has been demonstrated that the hole mobility of the
MDMO-PPV/PCBM blend actually increases upon addition of
PCBM. At 80 wt % PCBM, the hole mobility amounts to
2.0 × 10–8 m2 V–1 s–1, which is an increase of more than two orders
of magnitude compared to pristine MDMO-PPV.[27,28] Addition-
ally, the performance of MDMO-PPV/PCBM solar cells bene-
fits from a higher dielectric constant associated with the addition
of PCBM, because this facilitates the dissociation of bound elec-
tron–hole pairs across the polymer–PCBM interface.[18]

Interestingly, the performance of MDMO-PPV/PCBM solar
cells with only 25 vol % PCBM, corresponding to the composi-
tion of the best performing MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO cells, is
markedly worse with an efficiency of only 0.2 %.[18] Moreover,
at that composition, the electron mobility in the PCBM phase
is equal to approximately 3 × 10–10 m2 V–1 s–1 and the hole
mobility equals the pristine MDMO-PPV value. Therefore, the
electron mobility of the MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO system is higher
at this composition, as is the efficiency (1.6 %). The generation
of free charge carriers under operating conditions in the
MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO system is more efficient
(G = 1.26 × 1027 m–3 s–1, for the device of Fig. 1) than in the
MDMO-PPV/PCBM devices, where G = 5 × 1026 m–3 s–1.[18] This
is a consequence of the less efficient electron–hole pair disso-
ciation because of the lower dielectric constant of PCBM. Our
model calculations show that this changes the dissociation
efficiency by more than a factor of two.

2.3.2. Improving the Performance of MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO
Solar Cells

As already mentioned, the open-circuit voltage of MDMO-
PPV/nc-ZnO is lower than the open-circuit voltage of MDMO-
PPV/PCBM devices because of the less favorable energetic
position of the conduction band of nc-ZnO. However, as we
will demonstrate below, the main cause for a lower efficiency,
as compared to optimized MDMO-PPV/PCBM devices, lies in
the lower charge-carrier mobilities.

The concentration of nc-ZnO in these blends is limited by
the film-forming properties: when more than 33 vol % of
nc-ZnO is added, the film quality becomes very poor.[10] The
fact that one is limited to rather low nc-ZnO content, compli-
cates a good comparison between both systems. For example, it

is at this moment unclear whether the spectacular enhance-
ment of the hole mobility upon addition of PCBM will also be
induced by nc-ZnO addition, if it were possible to maintain a
good morphology. Additionally, in view of the high mobilities
reported for nc-ZnO electrodes,[11,20,21] it is reasonable to as-
sume that the electron mobility through the nc-ZnO phase
would also benefit from a larger volume percentage of nc-ZnO.
Additionally, Beek et al. have shown that the photolumines-
cence of an MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO containing 25 vol % nc-ZnO
is not completely quenched, probably because of large polymer
domains in the film morphology.[10] The need for a better
control over the morphology of the blend is obvious, and one
option would be the use of additional ligands that improve the
dispersability of the nanocrystals. However, Greenham et al.
have demonstrated that the use of a ligand can seriously ham-
per the charge transfer from conjugated polymers to inorganic
nanocrystals.[5] Huynh et al. were able to control the morphol-
ogy of films consisting of CdSe nanocrystals blended with
P3HT through the use of the weakly binding ligand pyridine.[29]

After deposition of the blend film, the ligand could be removed
by heating the sample under vacuum. Another approach is to
use an electroactive ligand, which mediates the electron trans-
fer between CdSe nanoparticles and conjugated polymers.[30,31]

These results show the potential of the use of ligands for con-
trolling the properties of polymer/inorganic nanoparticles
blends.

To show that higher efficiencies can indeed be obtained once
the hole mobility is improved, we have calculated the effect of
improving the hole mobility up to the MDMO-PPV/PCBM
(1:4 by weight) value, 2.0 × 10–8 m2 V–1 s–1, on the current den-
sity–voltage characteristics of an MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO solar
cell, see Figure 5. As expected, the efficiency of MDMO-PPV/
nc-ZnO solar cells benefits from this improvement of the
charge transport, and the efficiency would be enhanced by
35 %. The fact that the hole mobility is equal to the pristine
MDMO-PPV value represents a limit to the efficiency that
may be relieved by replacing MDMO-PPV with another, more
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Figure 5. Simulated current density–voltage characteristics showing the in-
fluence of the charge-carrier mobilities. The solid line is the fit to the experi-
mental data shown in Figure 1. The dashed line denotes the numerical re-
sult for the case when the hole mobility is increased to 2.0 × 10–8 m2 V–1 s–1,
the MDMO-PPV/PCBM (1:4 by weight) value, whereas the dotted line corre-
sponds to what would happen if the electron mobility was also increased to
the standard MDMO-PPV/PCBM value of 2.0 × 10–7 m2 V–1 s–1.
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suitable, polymer. Although bulk ZnO is a very good electron
conductor, the electron mobility in the nc-ZnO phase is lower
than the electron mobility of PCBM. As electron mobilities
that are at least comparable to or higher than the electron
mobility of PCBM have been reported,[11,23,24] it is to be ex-
pected that by fine-tuning the processing conditions, the elec-
tron mobility in the nc-ZnO phase can be improved. However,
because the hole mobility is lower than the electron mobility, it
is to be expected that not much is to be gained by improving
the mobility of the electrons. Therefore it comes as no surprise,
that also increasing the electron mobility to the PCBM value
(2.0 × 10–7 m2 V–1 s–1) yields an only slightly higher efficiency,
which is 44 % higher than the efficiency of the actual devices
(see Fig. 5). The main increase in the efficiency for the system
with enhanced mobilities lies in an increase in fill factor caused
by the better transport of charges. As the charge-carrier mobil-
ities are increased, the open-circuit voltage is lowered
slightly[32] (see Fig. 5), because the carrier densities in the bulk
of the device are lowered, because of the carriers flowing out
of the device more easily. The field and carrier densities in the
device, therefore, come closer to their values in the dark and
hence the open-circuit voltage decreases. This implies that
there is an optimum for the charge-carrier mobilities, depend-
ing on light intensity and active layer thickness. At intensities
around 1 Sun, the optimal value of the mobilities is of the or-
der of 10–8–10–6 m2 V–1 s–1, according to our numerical model.

Ravirajan et al. have demonstrated that the hole mobility is
not the limiting factor in multilayer polyer/TiO2 solar cells.[33]

Instead, it was found that the short-circuit current was limited
by the photogeneration rate and by the quality of the inter-
faces, although the influence of the hole mobility on the overall
device performance cannot be ruled out. This shows that each
system most be evaluated on its own merits.

In a recent study, P3HT was used to replace MDMO-PPV as
the electron-donor material.[34] It is well known that, depend-
ing on processing conditions, the hole mobility in the P3HT
phase of P3HT/PCBM solar cells can be very high, resulting in
very efficient devices.[35,36] In the case of P3HT/nc-ZnO solar
cells, it was found that the efficiency increased up to 0.9 %
upon thermal annealing of the devices, which is not an im-
provement compared to MDMO-PPV/nc-ZnO devices, despite
the supposedly higher hole mobility. It is, however, unclear
whether the hole mobility in the P3HT phase of the hybrid de-
vice is as high as in the P3HT/PCBM devices, because the pres-
ence of nc-ZnO may influence the crystallization of P3HT. The
sublinear (a = 0.9) intensity dependence of the short-circuit cur-
rent[34] suggests that there exists at least a large difference be-
tween electron and hole mobility. Additionally, it was found
that not all of the P3HT was in close proximity to ZnO, because
of an unfavorable morphology, which limits the exciton-
quenching process and thereby the charge-generation process.
This clearly demonstrates the need for greater control over the
film morphology. Another interesting approach to improve the
charge generation of hybrid devices was investigated by Olson
et al. who found that the efficiency of P3HT/ZnO nanofiber
devices was limited by the large distance between the nano-
fibers.[37] By incorporating PCBM in their blends, the exciton

quenching and charge generation could be significantly en-
hanced, leading to a power conversion in excess of 2 %.

3. Conclusions

We have characterized the transport of charge carriers in so-
lar cells consisting of a blend of MDMO-PPV and nc-ZnO by
selectively suppressing the injection of one of the charge car-
riers through the use of either high- or low-work-function elec-
trodes. The finding of space-charge-limited currents enabled us
to directly determine the mobility of electrons and holes in the
blend. The hole mobility in the polymer phase of MDMO-
PPV/nc-ZnO (1:2 by weight) is found to be equal to the mobil-
ity in pristine MDMO-PPV, that is, 5.5 × 10–10 m2 V–1 s–1,
whereas the electron mobility amounts to 2.8 × 10–9 m2 V–1 s–1.
The observation of a less than one order of magnitude differ-
ence between electron and hole mobility is in accordance with
the linear dependence of Jsc on incident-light intensity. The
finding that the hole mobility is not to affected by the presence
of nc-ZnO, in contrast to MDMO-PPV/PCBM solar cells
where the hole mobility increases by more than two orders of
magnitude upon addition of 70 vol % PCBM, is one of the
main reasons for the lower efficiency of the MDMO-PPV/nc-
ZnO system. By replacing the MDMO-PPV by a polymer with
a higher hole mobility, while maintaining a favorable morphol-
ogy, and by further optimizing the processing of nc-ZnO, it
should be possible to reach significantly higher efficiencies.

4. Experimental

The materials used were MDMO-PPV synthesized by using the sulfi-
nyl route (molecular weight Mw = 300 kg mol–1, polydispersity index
2.7), nc-ZnO synthesized by using the procedure of Pacholski et al.
[13], and PEDOT:PSS from H. C. Starck GmbH. The ZnO particles
were dispersed in a mixture of methanol and chlorobenzene without
the aid of additional surfactants or ligands.

For photovoltaic device preparation, cleaned ITO-covered glass sub-
strates, with an active area ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 cm2, were covered
with a 60 nm thick layer of PEDOT:PSS by spin-coating in ambient
conditions. The substrates were subsequently dried in an oven at 140 °C
for 10 min. The active layer, consisting of MDMO-PPV and nc-ZnO,
was spin-coated from a mixture of methanol and chlorobenzene (1:9 by
volume) under a N atmosphere. A 1 nm thick layer of LiF and a 100 nm
thick Al layer were deposited by thermal evaporation under vacuum
(< 2 × 10–6 mbar; 1 mbar = 100 Pa). Current–voltage characteristics were
recorded with a computer-controlled Keithley 2400 source meter under
a N atmosphere. Film thicknesses were measured with a Dektak 6M
stylus profiler (Veeco). A 50 W white-light halogen lamp was used to
illuminate the devices, whereas the UV part of the spectrum was cut with
a GG 435 nm filer. The resulting intensity amounts to 720 W m–2.

Hole-only devices were obtained by spin-casting the active layer
directly on ITO, while the LiF/Al cathode was replaced by a thermally
evaporated Au electrode of 80 nm thickness. In order to construct elec-
tron-only diodes, a 1 nm Cr layer was thermally evaporated on cleaned
glass substrates, followed by 50 nm of Ag and 10 nm of Sm and the
active layer. As a top electrode, 10 nm of Sm topped with 80 nm of Al
was employed.
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